GANDHI ABOUT HIS CONTRIBUTATIONS TO SOCIETY ESSAY
Free Essay: Mahatma Gandhi's role and contribution to India's Freedom He has demonstrated his grounds of
self-construal that has widely affected his and declaring independence; but to imply a whole different type of society on
India.

The United Nations has greatly honored Mahatma Gandhi. Gandhi's non-cooperation movement, kicked off in
the early s, called for Indians to boycott British goods and traditions and become self-reliant. Ironically, the
ultimate proponent of non-violence was killed by assassination in while walking to his evening prayer
meeting. His father was truthful and fare-minded and Gandhi surely did inherit these qualities. When he was
arrested several more times over the years for his actions during the movement, Gandhi calmly fasted in
prison, believing that his death would embarrass the British enough to spur independence, which had become
the focus of his politics by After the first World War, the Muslims feared for the safety of their Caliph or
religious leader and a worldwide protest was being organised to fight against the collapsing status of the
Caliph. Furthermore, Gandhi influenced Nelson Mandela for his freedom struggle. On December 7, the
Communist Prime Minister resigned. He had a ticket which booked him a 1st class place on a train, but when a
British man spots him, the man starts to insist that he sits in the third class, that this is not a place for an Indian
man. This unfair and offensive act sparked off the thought and the wish of rebellion against this violence and
untruth. Consequently, many became upset at this decision. Most noteworthy, he said that each person should
consume according to his needs. Gandhi certainly put forward this question. He even experienced
discrimination personally. Born in India, Gandhi spent a large part of his life in South Africa. A better
understanding of his extraordinary standard of leadership can be achieved through an analysis of leadership
theories and their connection with Gandhi Gandhi, also known as Mahatma Gandhi, in a file photo, location
unknown. How do you make peace when this viscious cycle keeps repeating? Such leaders are Martin Luther
King Jr. Salt March Also known as the Dandi Movement, Gandhi's Salt March is considered to be a pivotal
incident in the history of freedom struggle.

